Exclusice Membership Benefits

- **Reasonable Country of Origin (RCOI) data:** country of origin information associated with smelters and refiners that are validated through the Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP)
- **Smelter Database:** an online database with data obtained through RMAP and workgroup research for thousands of companies in the 3TG and cobalt supply chains
- **Risk Readiness Assessment Platform:** a self-assessment tool for mineral producers, smelters and refiners to assess and communicate their risk management practices to their customers across 32 issue areas and 15 minerals
- **Country Risk Assessment Platform:** a practical tool for companies to identify conflict-affected and high-risk areas using resources recommended by the OECD and the European Commission
- **Program Development Workgroups:** stay engaged with other industry professionals through our workgroups covering topics including regulatory compliance, supply chain mapping, and material-specific issues (e.g., gold, cobalt, mica, tin)
- **By Invitation Only RMI Events and Training:** members will be invited to exclusive events around the world.
- **RMI Annual Conference:** save $500 USD per attendee for the RMI Annual Conference and Members Meeting

Membership Eligibility

Membership is open to companies that use or transact in raw materials. Associations of companies that use or transact in raw materials are also eligible for membership.

**Membership cycle:** Our membership period runs on a calendar year basis, January to December. Companies signing up in the last quarter of the year (October 1 onward) are automatically enrolled for the next calendar year term.

Annual dues for Partner members are:
- $7,500 per year (Company Annual Revenue under $9 Billion)
- $15,000 per year (Company Annual Revenue over $9 Billion)

Annual dues for Association members are $10,000
- $7,500 per year for members of RMI Association member

Annual dues for Upstream members are $5,000.

For more membership information contact rmi@responsiblebusiness.org

JOIN US!

**Click Here** to start the application process

Founded in 2008 by members of the Responsible Business Alliance and the Global e-Sustainability Initiative, the Responsible Minerals Initiative has grown into one of the most utilized and respected resources for companies seeking to responsibly source minerals.

The RMI’s Membership offers exclusive tools and collaborative opportunities with industry experts for companies to enhance their responsible minerals sourcing programs.

**RMI membership will help you**
- Connect to supplier data and identify high-risk areas in your company's minerals supply chain
- Conduct a due diligence review of your entire chain and develop best practices aligned with international standards
- Engage other member companies, customers, stakeholders and partners to promote responsible minerals sourcing

**Testimonials**

“RMI provides extremely valuable services, the smelter audits enable us to have assurance that our supply chain is using conformant sources. We also find incredible value in supporting many of the RMI member workgroups; they enable us to understand what other companies are doing and assist us in expanding our mindset.” – RMI Member

“To fully realize and scale the impacts of our work in responsible sourcing, we have leveraged the platform provided by the RMI to collaborate on broader industry-level issues. We know we cannot achieve the impact we desire alone and working with RMI allows us to scale this impact with the broader industry.” – RMI Member

“As a company with a small staff and budget, there is no better resource to support our responsible sourcing of minerals than RMI. RMI has emerged as the preeminent organization for the responsible sourcing of raw materials.” – RMI Member

“The willingness of the RMI to listen to membership and adjust where it makes sense and push back when it doesn’t is essential. We truly rely on the RMI’s expertise and it has been a great experience as our programs have evolved together and expanded into new territory.” – RMI Member